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1. INTRODUCTION 

Changing the air in dwelli~gs is nece~sary from the poirt of view of both 

health and comfort. 

The removq.+ of cornbust~on g~sEls from ~g <:ien.tr'al heatin~ t;ioilers, geysers 

and gas-operateQ. cooking appliances i~ simp.arly qeqessary. In dwellings, 
. ·, - ' 

the air changes are effecteq without mechanical ven~ilation, since air 

e~tera via openings in the facades (eg windows or ~~sociated cracks) under 

~~~ influence of ~~tural forces. Removal of air takes pl~ce: 

• jitn~r partiy tqrough th~ facade and partly through ducts (Fig 1a) 

~Of en~ir~+Y ~rirough tpe ducts (Fi~ 1b). 
' 

A~ regaros ven~llation duqts and ducts far removing cornbu~ti9n gas 

installed in dwellings, it is presurn~d that these remove air and combustion 
. . ' . . . . . . 

,a~ respeqtively from the dwelJ.in~ to the outside. 

~ll~ reverse, ~e flow-bac~ frorp. the outside t .o th·: inside of the dwelling 

4;hr-01,1gh these ductQ, must be regarded. as a series defect, and .indeed in the 

oa~e qfl combu~tion ~a.;;es as ~ qan~er ~ 

flow-back in ventilation aµp~-~ involves 

~preadln~ odo1.,1rs from e~ kitchens and toi,1.ets inside a dwelling (Fig 2) 

in m4iti~fsmily hqu~~~ w!th c0mbined ventilatlon ducts, moreover; 

~ 'preadi~g odours from ~welli~g to dwelling (Fig 3) with single-family 

ho1.,1ses it .involves moPeover: 

• the possl b~l i ty of ~raughts dµe to 99ld Ol!tsiQ.e air flowing in without 

Q~ing warmed, anq conoeq~rq~~g in qne ~Qca~io~, ~g the toilet, the 

b<iithroom or the shower. Tqese ph~nomen.a, which occur very frequently, 

ire 1,mdesirat;:ile. With a well gesis;neO. mechanical extraction with a 



ventilator/fan providing the driving force, back-flow will be cut right 

out. 

2. OPERATION OF EXTRACTION DUCTS 

With natural ventilation, pressure differences caused by the wind and by 

the difference in temperature between inside and outside constitute a 

pre-requisite in order that transport shall take place through ducts to the 

outside. 

This applies also to combustion gas extraction ducts. 

Although the temperature difference between inside and outside usually 

contributes positively to the ventilation·, the reverse is sometimes the 

case with ventilation ducts in the summer. In the winter the temperature 

inside the house will always be higher than outside. The warmer - and 

hence lighter - inside air will then try to escape upwards via the ducts. 

As the temperature difference increases th~ ventilation will increase. Up 

to a certain value, the ventilation also increases as the length of the 

duct increases. 

However, there may be a time in the summer when the air indoors is colder 

than outdoors; low down in the dwelling (eg on the ground floor) cold, 

heavier· air will tend to flow from the inside to the outside while· the 

warmer outside air will flow into the house high up (eg via the ducts). As 

regards the ducts of gas-fired installations, a mu.ch greater temperature 

difference is involved. However, the pressure difference due to this 

temperature difference is proportional to the length of the extraction 

duct. With central-heating boilers located in the loft this length is not 

much more than 2 m. The pressure difference is then relatively small, .in 

spite of the larger temperature difference. 

I! we assume that in the absence of wind the thermal draught must be able 

to overcome the frictional resistance in the duct, then in the presence of 

wind the pressure due to it at the outlet of the duct will have to be lower 

than that at the inlet in order that flow-back may occur. 
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The lowest po~.sible pressure at the inlet occurs when the duct starts in a 

room situated at the leeward side, eg the kitchens, where there ls an open 

window, while there are no windows open at the other side (Fig~). This is 

a situation that is very common in practice; windows on the windward side 

are generally kept closed for longer periods. In order that there may 

always be satisfactory operation as regards flow from locations with a 

higher pressure to locations with a lower pressure, the pressure P at the 
u 

outlet of the duct must be lower than the pressure Pi at the inlet. 

3. OBJECT OF THE INVESTIGATION 

A knowledge of the pressure distribution around dwellings is necessary· in 

order to be able to indicate the desirable location and height of duct 

outlets above the roof. 

Existing specifications relating to outlets often appear to aim too short. 

Both nationally and internationally, pract~cally nothing is known about 

pressures at a given distance above buildings at the location of the 

outlets. 

The literature does indeed contain many results of measurements regarding 

the pressures on the facade and in the roof-level of a building. These 

studies were mostly aimed at obtaining data necessary for calculat1ng the 

mechanical strength .of a building. 

In order to fill in these gaps, one of the subjects studied was the 

pressure distribution around dwellings. The investigation is in three 

parts: 

Investigation of the pressure distribution around dwellings located 

in a non-bull t-"up environment but with some plants, eg hedges etc -

Investigation of the influence of surrounding buildings on the 

build-up of pressure around a dwelling. 

Investigation of the influence of a chimney-cowl or ventilation cowl 

on the pressure at the outlet of ducts. 
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These three parts of the investigation are discussed in the 

following chapter in separate sections. 

4. INVESTIGATION AND RESULTS 

4.1 INFLUENCE OF THE LOCATION AND HEIGHT OF THE OUTLET ABOVE THE ROOF 

4.1.1 MEASUREMENT ARRANGEMENTS 

This investigation ~as conducted by measurements of the pressure 

distribution around dwellings located in surroundings with hardly any 

plants. In the wind-t.unnel of the TNO Inst.itute for Environmental Hygiene 

and Health Engineering tests were made on a wooden model of a block of four 

single-family dwellings; the scale of the model was 1:40. The situation 

corresponding to the above environment was moreover simulated in the 

wind-tunnel. 

The wooden model of the block of dwellings had the following dimensions: 

length of model 630 mm (actual size 25.2 m) 

height of model 135 mm (actual size 5.4 m) 

width of model 185 mm (actual size 7. lJ m) 

Symmetri·cal roofs were arranged on this model, with slopes respect! vely 

of: 

For obtaining an idea of the pressure at the ventilation duct outlets above 

the roof, what is involved is not the static pressure in the flow in the 

immediate vicinity of the outlet, but the pressure which develops in the 

outlet which is determined also by the flow-arrival direction of the air. 

In these measurements the output from the ventilation duct is maintained at 
zero. 
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The pressure at the outlet could be measured up to a height correspondi:-ig 

to 8 m above the roof level of the model. The pressures on the facade are 

also measured (see Fig 5). 

In the investigation the velocity in the wind-tunnel was maintained at a 

constant value of 8 mis. This gives a velocity-pressure of 

1.25.8 2 

2 

1 N/m 2 

40 p 
a 

approx 0.1 mm WK) 

The velocity of 8 .m/s does not correspond with the model rule according to 

Reynolds. In order to obtain the same flow distribution the Reynolds 

number would have to be kept the same in the model and in actuality 

R 
v.D 

e = U 

where V 

D 

u 

velocity (m/s) 

a characteristic length dimension (m) 

the kinematic visc?sity (m 2 /s) 

This cannot be realised in the model, because it would make very high 

veloci~ies necessary. 

In reality, with a building height of 5.4 m and a wind velocity of 8 m/s 

8 x 5.4 
R • ----eW 15 x 10 6 2.9 x 10 6 2900 x 10 3 

.. 
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whereas in the wind-tunnel at 8 mis and a model height of 135 mm 

R = 
8 x 135 x 10- 3 

72 x 10 3 

eM 15 x 10- 6 

This difference is however tolerable with sharp edged models. 

4.1 .2 RESULTS 

The results are presented in Figs 6 and 7. The pressure in the opening -

which, as previously noted, i~ not the same as the static pressure in the 

flow - is measured as the excess pressure P with respect to the stat~c 

pressure in the undist.urbed flow. 

This excess pressure is then converted to a dimensio.n-less quantity by 

means of the relation: 

relative excess pressure ~~ 
p 
1'2P ( v 

wind) 

Points having the same relative pressure in the opening are joined by 

curves; the corresponding b~ values are indicated. The curve which has the 

same ~~ as the measured relative under-pressure at the leeward side is as 

indicated by 'il~i '· 

The region above roof level in which ·~he prevailing pressure is higher than 

at the leeward side of the dwelling is shown hatched. If a window is 

opened at the leeward side of the dwelling, then a higher pressure will 

occur in a duct that opens out in the hatcned area than at the leeward side 

or the dwelling. Thus in a duct that opens out into the hatched area 

back-flow may occur, at least if there is no thermal draught. 

The results give rise to the following important conclusions as regards the 

requirements to be satisfied by the location of the outlet in order to 

obtain satisfactory extraction. 
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With a roof slope less than 22°30' it is sufficient for the height 

of the duct above the roof to be 0.5 m, regardless of location in 

the roof level. 

With a roof slope greater than 22°30', the distance from the outlet 

to the ridge must be limited if it is desired to restrict the height 

of the duct above roof level to 0.5 m. The tolerable distance to 

the ridge diminishes as the roof slope increases. 

With an arbitrary location in the roof level the height must increase with 

increasing distance to the ridge and/or with increasing roof slope. 

If the outlet iB at the highest point of the roof (the ridge), then 

a height of 0.5 m for the duct is always sufficient. 

The influence of wind direction was investigated for a number of cases. 

This was in order to establish what pressure distribution around the 

dwellings was most unfavourable for the behaviour of the ducts. 

From the point of view of back-flow, the most critical factor generally 

appeared to be the situation with the wind incident normally on the block 

(see Fig 8). Only with a roof slope of ~5° did this appear to be not 

entirely the case. The difference with normal incidence · was however so 

small that, bearing in mind the behaviour of the natural wind, with its 

continual changes of speed and direction, this has only a negligible 

influence on the definite requirement to be imposed on the height of the 

duct. 

NOTE: Locations of the outlets very close to gables (' 

buildings were not investigated. 

') of 

ll.2 INFLUENCE OF HIGHER SURROUNDING BUILDINGS ON THE PRESSURE BUILD-UP 

AROUND A DWELLING 

It is generally known that the presence of .high buildings often influences 

the pressure distribution around lower buildings in their vicinity in such 

a way as to affect extraction via ducts adversely. 
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The extent of this influence was i nvestigated in relation to the 

requirements which have to be imposed on the location and height of the 

outlets above the roof. 

An investigation was conducted for this purpose in the IG-TNO wind-tunnel, 

the distance from the higher buildings to the block of dwellings being 

varied. In one set of measurements these higher buildings were in front of 

the block of dwellings being investigated; in a second set of measurements 

they were behind it (see Figs 9a and 9b). 

Sixteen distance ratios were chosen, ranging from (alh2) ~ 3 to~ 0:35: 

Different height ratios were also used, namely (h/h1) = 2,, 4, 6, 8. 

Roofs were placed on the low building, wi~h slopes of 0°, 30° and 45°. 

In 1J cases also the direction of wind incidence was varied over 45°. 

To provide a reference basis, measurements were first made without the high 

building, in which moreover the expected 'roughness' ('ruwheid') of the 

surroundings was taken into account. This means to indicate that the block 

of dwellings was located in an environment comparable to the centre of a 

large town. 

Comparison of the results with those of the investigation without buil t-ur 
·- . 

surroundings indicated that the ratio of the pressure on the leeward side 

.with respect to the -pressure above the roof became somewhat more favourable 

in the built-up case, and this is of great significance for the value of 

the results of this investigation. 

It was of course only possible to investigate a limited number of 

combinations of paramete_rs out of the practically unlimited number of 

possibilities. 

The measurements carried out give rise to the following preliminary 

conclusions: 
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If the wind reaches the low building first and then the high 

building, the situation as regards the pressure distributiqn around 

the low building is the same as even more favourable than with the 

low building in non-built-up surroundings with a few plants (eg 

hedges). 

For more severe requirements which may have to be imposed on outlets 

above the roof in the vicinity of higher buildings, of the 

situations investigated the only ones that seem to be of importance 

are those in which the high building is located in front of the low 

building. 

In that case a downward whirlwind is produced behind the (high) 

building (see Fjg 10). 

As regards the behaviour of the whirlwind, three zones are 

distinguished in the region behind the building: 

1. the zone where the whirlwind is indeed descending, but flows through; 

2. the zone where the descending whirlwind strikes the roof; 

3. the zone where the whirlwind flows back. The location of these 

zones depends on the ratios (h21h1 ) and (a/h~ where 

h, is the height of the low building 

h2 is the height of the high building 

a is the distance from the high building to the low building (see 

F.ig9). 

Vith roof slopes of 30° or more the. second zone did not show up. The 

location of the different regions is indic~ted diagrammatically in Fig 11. 

The distance of the buildings from one another is given here by the 

(obstruction) ('belemmerings') angles Sand r. 

In Fig 11 r = 35° while S depends on the ratio of the heights of the 

buildings under consideration h/h
1 

(see Table 1). 
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Table 1 

4 6 8 
15° 20° 25° 

10 12 
30 ° 30 ° 

Where the dwellings have roof slopes of 30° or more angle B 

2 is absent. 

Y, hence zone 

4.3 INFLUENCE OF A CHIMNEY COWL OR A VENTILATOR COWL ON THE PRESSURE IN 

IN THE DUCT OUTLETS 

When the extraction via ducts· is unsatisfactory, it is generally expected 

to improve matters by the introduction of a cowl. Various investigators 

have in the past studied many cowls (see also Bibliography). In the 

meantime many new cowls have arrived on the market. 

The present study investigates in which cases a cowl produces an 

improvement compared with an open pipe and also the question of stability 

of pressure level. Thirteen actual-size cowls were ·investigated in the 

IG-TNO wind-tunnel under the following conditions: 

3 wind velocities (0, 4 and 8 mis); 

4 velocities in the extraction duet (0, 1, 2 and 3 mis); 

13 states as regards the wind from perpendicular descending to 

perpendicular ascending wind,. in steps of 15° (see Fig 12). 

The results of the measurements are given in Figs 1.3, 14, 15 and 1 6. The 

thin dashed lines in the figures represent the characteristics for the open 

pipe. The differences in the behaviour of the ~owls can be seen clearly. 

Whereas eg the 'Giveg' cowl produces a more stable and ·higher draught 

practically overall compared with the open pipe, the 'Greskap' produces a 

considerable worsening of the pressure, even with low transport. The 

stability of the 'Giveg' is also better than that of the 'Greskap'. 

As regards the effect they produce, the cowls can be separated into three 

groups: 
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Cowls ~hich produce an improvement of the pressure and the stability 

compared with a~ open pipe. The cowls based on an investigation . 

conducted by the Gas Institute (GIVEG), which are marketed ie under 

the brand names 'Trega' cowl and 'Amgas' cowl, belong to this group, 

as does the 'gek'. 

Cowls which work worse than an open pipe in the presence of wind. 

The 'greskap' (so-called 'theepot'(?) and the rotating cowl belong 

to this group. 

Cowls which have a positive influence in certain circumstances and 

in other cases have a negative effect compared to the open pipe. 

These cowls generally have a favourable effect in the presence of 

descending winds but an unfavourable effect with rising winds. 

The general conclusion from this investigation is: 

The cowl developed by the Gas Institute (GIVEG) .works best with both 

descending and rising winds. 

The so-called 'gek' is also satisfactory. The presence of rotating 

parts constitutes a serious difficulty (as regards reliability in 

service) for satisfactory operation in the longer term. 

5. APPLICATION OF THE RESULTS 

The three investigations described have given rise to a Section in Draft 

NPR 1088, explanation of Draft Standard UEN 1087 'Ventilation of 

dwellings'. The gist of this Section is represented by Fig 17, in which: 

h is the height above the highest intersection point of the duct and the 

rooflevel, in m; 

a is the horizontal distance from the centre of the outlet to the highest 

point of the rooflevel, in m; 

Y is the slope cf the (part of the) roof which is intersected by the 

relevant duct, in degrees. 
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Moreover, in relation to the surroundini buildings, Fig 11 and Table 1 

discussed in Section 4.2 are applicable; in zone 3 a Giveg cowl is always 

required. Figs 18 and 19 illustrate how, following these instructions, the 

required outlet heights are positioned in view of the erratic course of the 

measurement results. 

6. SUMMARY 

The three investigations have given rise to a better basis for the 

requirements as regards location and height of the outlets abo.ve the roof. 

In addition, much new .information has been obtained regarding the 

distribution of pressure around buildings and the operation of chimney and 

ventilation cowls. 

Further research is necessary particularly as regards the influence of high 

buildings on the pressure distribution around low buildings, as well as 

information regarding boundary effects, in.order to obtain a better idea of 

the requirements to be imposed. 
\.. 
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FURTHER CONSIDERATIONS 

9. COMPARISON · OF THE REQUIREMENTS AS REGARDS OUTLETS ABOVE THE ROOF IN 

THE DRAFT NPR 1088 AND IN NEN 1078 (GAVO) 

It must be noted at the start that the requirements for the extraction of 

combustion gases are different from those for the extraction of air. 

In the case of ventilation ducts the decisive factor is the removal of air 
( 

to the outside. A lower pressure at the outflow opening above the roof 

than at the inflow opening in the interior is in itself sufficient to serve 

the purpose at the outflow point. 

. 
In the case of ducts ·for the extraction of combustion gases it is necessary 

not only to deal with the asphalt of extraction but also to take account .of 

the nuisance of the smoke in the environment. Moreover, there is a larger 

temperature difference involved in this case, giving rise to a greater 

thermal pressure difference, which has a favourable effect on the 

extraction. 

The GAVO requirements are given in one Figure (illustration 1 in the GAVO 

Annex P). 

In Draft NPR 1088 the detrimental influence which the surroundings' may 

exert on the extraction are separated from the requirernent.s that may be 

imposed on an isolated house. For comparing the requirements in the GAVO 

for smoke extraction and in the Draft NPR 1088 for ventilation outlets we 

make just one choice out of the many possibilities. The requirements 

compared are those that may be imposed on above'-roof outlets for isolated 

and non-isolated dwellings with roof slopes of 0° and 45°. In the case of 

the non-isolated dwellings there is assumed to be a block of flats nearby 

which is about six times as high as the dwelling. 

EXAMPLE 1 

An isolated house with flat roof (roof slope 0°). The various requirements 

are indicated diagrammatically in Fig 20. The GAVO requires an outlet 
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height of 1.0 m for an outlet without a ~owl and 0.5 m f6r an outlet with a 

cowl. The Draft-NPR states that 0.5 m is satisfacory. The difference is 

·thus 0.5 m for an outlet without a cowl. 

EXAMPLE 2 

An isolated house with a roof slope of 45°. Fig 21 in_dicates the various 

requirements, and it is seen that in this case the differences are absent 

or small close to the ridge but become very large at even a relatively 

short distance from the ridge. 

EXAMPLE 3 

Fig 22 shows the different regions in which an ordinary outlet, an outlet 

with a cowl, or no outlet may be used according to GAV·o or Draft NPR 1088. 

In a part of the region where GAVO permits an outlet with a cowl, Draft 

NPR 1088 prohi~its the use of an outlet of a duct for natural ventilation. 

Where GAVO permits no outlet, Draft NPR 1088 permits an outlet with cowl. 

The specified requirements are thus clearly different here. 

EXAMPLE 4 

Houses with a roof slope of 45° at different distances behind a building 

six times as high. 

In the region where GAVO does not permit any outlet, an outlet with cowl 

can be permitted according to Draft NPR 1088. In this case Draft NPR 1088 

does not recognise any prohibited region. See Fig 23. 

CONCLUSION 

From these examples, it appears that further study and modification of the 

regulations must be considered desirable. 
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FIGURES 

Fig 1 a/b 

Fig 2 

Fig 3 
Fig lj 

Fig 5 

Fig 6 

Fig 7 

Fig 8 

Fig· 9 

Fig 10 

Fig 11 

Fig 12 

Fig 1 3, 

Fig 17 

Fig 18 

Fig 19 

Fig 20 

Fig 22 

14, 15, 16 

Supply and removal of ventilation air 

Flow-back inside the dwelling from the ventilation 

duct in the kitchen to the ia living-room 

Flow-back to other dwellings 

Critical situation for the action of extraction 

ducts 

Diagram of measurement set-up in the wind-tunnel 

Pressure distribution around block of dwellings with 

a roof ~lope of 45° . 

Pressure distribution. around blocks of dwellings with 

roof slopes of 0°, 13°, 20°30, 25°, 30° 

.The essential measurement situation with the wind 

normally incident on the facade 

The location of the high building with respect to the 

low building 

The whirlwind regions behind the high building 

Outlet regions behind the high building (schematised) 

Measured wind incidence directions on the cowl 

Characteristics of the investigated cowls. 

G~aph for determining the requir.ed minimum height of 

the duct above the roof in accordance with Draft-NPR 

1088 

Comparison of measurement results with the 

requirements specified in Draft NPR 1088 for a roof 

slope of 45 ° 
. . 

Comparison of measurement results with the 

requirements specified in Draft NPR 1088 for six 

different roof slopes 

Comparison of the requirements specified in GAVO and 

Draft NPR 1088 for an isolated dwelling with a flat 

roof 

Comparison of the requirements specified in GAVO and 

in Draft NPR 1088 for dwellings with a flat roof 

situated in the vicinity of a building six times as 

high. 
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Fig 23 

Fig 21 

Note: In Draft NPR 1088, 'free outlet' means 'without 

cowl'. Height of outlet, with or without cowl, to be 

obtained from Fig 17 

Comparison of the requirements specified in GAVO and 

in Draft NPR 1088 for dwellings with a roof slope of 

45° situated in the vicinity of a building six times -

as high. See Note to Fig 22 

Comparison of the requirements specified in GAVO and 

in Draft NPR 1088 for an isolated dwelling with a 

roof slope of 45° 
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